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Swami:  Good evening guys. Tomorrow onwards the fire ceremonies 
starts by 9:30, 10 a.m. So these nine days are very precious, very 
auspicious to make a really strong foundation in your soul… 
something to create. 
 
I really recommend, don’t get sick and don’t waste your time. Even 
though you’re super busy, try to come two hours to the fire 
ceremony.  Even though you’re menses, women can sit outside and 
watch that fire and get that vibrations.  Whole India, they’re going to 
celebrate in thousands of millions of places the fire ceremonies to the 
Mother Divine ceremonies. Each day is one form of Her energy. So 
it’ll be super useful the coming days to win Her in many angles. 
   
I hope everybody enjoy the Hampi trip. That was beautiful. How was 
bus driving? It’s new entertainment you know? It’s very old bus.  I 
got report.  Is it going fast or slow? To that road it’s enough speed… 
going safely and coming back safely.   
 
So whenever the fire puja is over by 1:30, 2 p.m. (tomorrow) every 
person in the University program here has to learn the Sri Chakra 
yantra. Has to learn the Sri Chakra yantra! These nine days whenever 
it’s over you have to know the Sri Chakra yantra, I’m giving a 
homework.  Once you start the chakra like fifteen minutes you have 
to draw it like quick. It takes to you everyday three, four hours 
practice… be quiet and just start that, learn it.  Then we’ll see how the 
energy it really comes. It’s a good beginning especially a Friday and 
New Moon… it’s not that easy… and immediately coming Dasara, 
the Mother Divine Festival - it’s a big challenge.  



 
And today is also big, life and death to the Elephant Group, what 
they’re doing in Dwarkamai, some process.  So far five strokes… four 
strokes they got failure. This is final stroke, something what they 
have to win within twenty-four hours. If they aren’t able to win it, 
what’s punishment? If your process doesn’t succeed, if you did the 
mistake guys, what’s the punishment, Monika T.? 
 
Monika T.:  You’re sending us home.   
 
Swami: Pack up luggage – go back. Never see them again in my 
lifetime.  That’s huge punishment huh?  I’m sorry I have to be tough.  
The energy made it two times mistake, intensely they made two 
times mistake.  It’s their lack of understanding.  We’ll see.  I talked at 
Hospet they’re all in my room. They’re ready to take a decision, 
which one. Something in the television showed up what they wanted.  
Is it true guys?  
 
Elephant Group:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  It’s really funny.  Some energy is cooperating to them.  One 
guy is holding Shiva Lingam and crying, and big song came.  So, you 
guys really need the blessing of Shirdi Sai Baba tonight. I hope 
everything goes well. Then tomorrow guys, you start your work then 
we’ll go the step by step experiences. Ok?  Have a beautiful night.  
Thank you.  
 

End of Talk 


